An increasing number of enterprise applications are intensive in their consumption of IT, but are infrequently used. Consequently, organizations either host an oversized IT infrastructure or they are incapable of realizing the benefits of new applications. A solution to the challenge is provided by the large-scale computing infrastructures of Clouds and Grids which allow resources to be shared. A major challenge is the development of mechanisms that allow efficient sharing of IT resources. Market mechanisms are promising, but there is a lack of research in scalable market mechanisms. We extend the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange mechanism with greedy heuristics to address the scalability challenge. The evaluation shows a trade-off between efficiency and scalability. There is no statistical evidence for an influence on the incentive properties of the market mechanism. This is an encouraging result as theory predicts heuristics to ruin the mechanism's incentive properties.
INTRODUCTION
IT, as an enabler of information systems, plays a key role in adding value to the activities of organizations. It is fundamental in supporting operations, management and research and provides the foundation for applications that enable conducting business and research in new ways [1, 2] . Sophisticated applications are often intensive in the consumption of IT resources (e.g business analytics [3] ). From the perspective of a single organization, the demand for such applications is variable, meaning that either the full IT capacity is not always used or peaks in demand cannot be served. Studies covering peaks in demand requires maintaining an IT infrastructure operated at an average capacity utilization of 5 to 35 percent [4, 5, 6] .
The need for cost efficiency while maintaining reliability, flexibility and scalability of the computing infrastructure is reflected in large-scale computing paradigms like Grid computing [7] Figure 2 . Comparison of combinatorial mechanisms with domain specific requirements.
: fulfilled, •: not fulfilled , •: not evaluated specific and economic requirements best heuristics are considered to induce scalability to the mechanism. Figure 1 compares these approaches in relation to common economic requirements. Figure 2 compares these approaches with respect to combinatorial exchange domain specific requirements.
Solving the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange winner determination problem (MWDP) to optimality is shown to be an NP-hard problem by [29] . There have been attempts to mitigate computational intractability, by (i) the reduction of the complexity of the bidding language [35] , ii) the design of an indirect revelation mechanism [36] , and (iii) the utilization of heuristics to solve the winner determination problem [37] . The set of all attributes for a given resource g S i A bundle denoting a subset of all resources G S
The set of all bundles t A single time slot T The set of all time slots n A resource consumer N The set of all resource consumers B A set of bundle bids v Valuation for a resource bundle S The set G = {g 1 , . . . , g |G| } specifies all the computing resources g k ∈ G available. A bundle S i denotes a subset of all the resources in G. The set S = {S 1 , . . . , S |S| } of bundles covers all the possible subsets S i ⊆ G. A computing resource g k ∈ G itself is defined by a set of |A k | cardinal quality attributes A g k = {a g k , 1 . . . , a g k ,|A k | } where a g k ,j denotes the jth attribute of resource g k . The set of time slots T = {0, . . . , |T |} determines the range of discrete time slots the respective bundles S i are to be traded in. t ∈ T denotes a single time slot out of the set T .
A resource consumer n out of the set N = {1, . . . , |N |} of resource consumers is allowed to submit an order of multiple bundle bids B n = {B n (S i ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ B n (S j )}. The respective bundle bids are XOR concatenated.
B n (S i ) ={ v n (S i ), s n (S i ), e n (S i ), l n (S i ), q n (S i , g 1 , a g1,1 ), . . . , q n (S i , g |G| , a g G ,|A k | ), γ n (S i , g 1 ), . . . , γ n (S i , g |G| ), ϕ n (S i , g 1 , g 2 ), . . . , ϕ n (S i , g |G| , g |G|−1 ) } The valuation v n (S i ) specifies the maximum amount the resource consumer n is willing to pay for each time slot she is allocated the bundle S i . The number of slots the resources are required for is given by s n (S i ) where s n (S i ) <= |T | + 1. A resource consumer bid defines a period of time slots within which the required slots have to be allocated. The period is given by e n (S i ) ∈ T for the earliest possible time slot and l n (S i ) ∈ T for the latest possible time slot. The minimum quality restrictions for each of the attributes a g k ,j characterizing the resources g k contained in a bundle bid S i are given by q n (S i , g k , a g k ,j ) ≥ 0. In addition bundle bids may contain two types of fulfillment constraints. i) A co-allocation constraint γ n (S i , g k ) > 0 that specifies the maximum number of resource provider bundle bids allowed to allocate a required resource g k . ii) The coupling constraint ϕ n (S i , g k , g j ) requires a pair of resources g k , g j to be allocated from the same resource provider bid. The constraint equals one (ϕ n (S i , g k , g j ) = 1) in case the computing resources have to be allocated from the same resource provider bid and equals zero (ϕ n (S i , g k , g j ) = 0) otherwise.
A potential resource provider m out of the set M = {1, . . . , |M |} of resource providers may submit an order of multiple bundle bids B m = {B m (S i ) ∨ . . . ∨ B m (S j )}. A resource provider bundle bid is considered to offer computing resources that are located on the same machine. The bundle bids are of a similar form as resource consumer bundle bids but OR concatenated. Any number of resource provider bids may be part of the final allocation. A single resource provider bundle bid does not specify co-allocation and coupling constraints. Instead of a valuation a reservation price r m (S i ) is specified. The maximum quality of a computing resource g k is given for each attribute by q m (S i , g k , a g k ,j ) ≥ 0. The MWDP, which determines the allocation of resource consumer to resource provider bids, is detailed in [29] . Given a collection of resource consumers' and resource providers' bundle orders the MWDP is to identify a set of winning bids out of the total set of bids. An optimal set of winning resource consumer and resource provider bids determines an allocation that maximizes the overall surplus. Free disposal of computing resources is if coallocation or coupling constraints are not present. An instance of the MWDP is represented as depicted in Figure 4 . The approach is to split up the |N | : |M | allocation problem subject to |T | time slots to several 1 : |M | allocation problems to be solved for a single time slot t. The partial results are aggregated to an overall allocation. More specifically the resource consumer orders are split into the single bundle bids B n (S i ). The single resource consumer bundle bids {B 1 (S 1 ), . . . , B n (S i )} are stored in a sortable set RCB. For each resource consumer bid B n (S i ) a sortable list, Slot(B n (S i )), of potential time slots t is kept. The group of potential time slots is bounded by e n (S i ) and l n (S i ). For each of these time slots the available resource provider bundle bids B m (S i ) are stored in the set RP B t (S i ). Formally the problem representation R is constructed from the sets RCB, Slot(B n (S i )) and RP B t (S i ).
HEURISTIC SOLUTION TO RESOURCE ALLOCATION
A solution to the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange as defined in Section 3 using a greedy type of heuristic is proposed in Algorithm 1. The resource consumer bundle bids are processed in the order which is given by RCB. The decision whether to include a single resource consumer bundle bid in an allocation requires an additional passing of the respective set of time slots Slot(B n (S i )). The time slots the resource consumer bundle bid is valid for are checked in the given order. A check of a time slot requires solving the 1 : |M | allocation problem. A check of a time slot is 7 valid only if there is a valid solution to the 1 : |M | allocation problem. As soon as the amount of computing resources requested is available for a sufficient number of time slots the resource consumer bundle bid as well as the fractions of the respective resource provider bundle bids are included into the allocation. Therefore, problem representation does not encode any infeasible allocation. The construction process is continued with the subsequent resource consumer bundle bid. The evaluation of a resource consumer bundle bid is skipped if the respective resource consumer is already part of the allocation with a bundle bid previously checked. The ordering of the resource consumer bundle bids influences the chance of being part of an allocation. The earlier a bundle bid is evaluated the less is the risk that potential resource provider capacities are already taken. 
Algorithm 1 The Proposed Greedy Heuristic based Combinatorial Exchange Algorithm
\\iterate over the slots
\\add the surplus to surplus of the allocation
\\save that a slot was successfully allocated In Figure 4 B 3 (S 1 ) takes the leading position in RCB the evaluation process is started with. The time slots, the resource consumer bundle bid is valid for, are given by e n (S 1 ) = 0 and l n (S 1 ) = 4. The time slots are checked in the order: 3, 1, 0, 2, 4. Once the resources are allocated for sufficient number time slots the allocation process is stopped. B 3,1 as well as the fractions of the respective resource provider bids are added to the allocation. B 4 (S 3 ) is the next bid to be evaluated followed by B 3 (S 2 ). In case B 3 (S 1 ) is part of the allocation B 3 (S 2 ) is not subject to any further evaluation Resource consumer bundle bids are sorted prior to allocating resource consumers to resource providers. The time slots are sorted at the time a bundle bid is evaluated. The 1 : |M | allocation problem equals an instance of the MWDP with a single resource consumer n, submitting a single bundle bid which is valid for a single time slot t. Furthermore, the resource providers offer their resources for the same single time slot to this specific resource consumer only. Formally MultiAttribute Combinatorial Exchange is reduced to:
Additionally the respective constraints are reduced to:
An allocation is described by the variables y m (S i ) ∈ [0, 1], and d m (S i ) ∈ {0, 1}. The real valued variable y m (S i ) denotes the percentage of bundle S i allocated from resource provider m to resource consumer n for a given time slot. In the context of the variable y m (S i ) the binary variable d m (S i ) = 1 if the bundle S i is allocated from resource provider m to resource consumer n and d m (S i ) = 0 otherwise. The variable bound c m (S i ) allows for the specification of resource provider capacities, y m (S i ), equal or smaller than one. The objective function, which is defined in 1, is designed to maximize the surplus of an allocation. To model the domain specific requirements, the objective function is subject to the constraints 2-5. Constraint 2 controls for the fulfillment of the capacity requirements of an allocated resource consumer bundle S i by the respective resource provider?s bundles. Constraint (3) guarantees that the limit γ n (S i , g k ) for aggregating a specific computing resource g k from different resource provider bundles is met. The constraints (4) and (5) implement the coupling functionality. Constraint (6) limits the capacity of a provider bundle bid to c m (S i ). The constraints (8) and (9) 
In case neither coupling nor collocation constraints exist (3-5) the problem reduces from a combinatorial to a linear, continuous, optimization problem which is solved efficiently by a linear programming solver. In comparison to the original |N | : |M | allocation problem the complexity is reduced significantly. In case of constraints the 1 : |M | allocation problem is an NP-hard optimization problem. The set partitioning problem is reducible to the 1 : |M | allocation problem [38] . Consider a problem instance with a single resource consumer bid which is valued with zero. Each of the resources of the bundle is described by a single quality attribute. Each of these resources is restricted with respect to co-allocations to 1. The resource provider bundle bids are valid for a subset of the resources requested and offer exactly the level of quality demanded. This scenario is equal to solving the set partitioning problem.
Prior to introducing the ordering procedures several concepts have to be introduced. The factor
measures the flexibility of a resource consumer bundle bid in a time scheduling sense. The parameter
measures the average consumption of computing resources for a given bundle bid S i by aggregating the maximum quality requirements for each resource. The parameter
measures the weighted average consumption of resources per time slot in dependency of the amount of resources offered. The attractiveness of a resource consumer bundle bid can be assessed by the descending order according to the following criteria:
The weight is determined by the bundle valuation scaled by the parameter f lex. Highly flexible bundle bids are more likely to fit into an allocation while some computing resources are taken 2.
The valuation is scaled by the flexibility and the number of slots the respective computing resources are requested for. It is adjusted by the average demand for computing resources.
The weight of resource consumer bundle bids is based on resource scarcity with the requested amount of resources weighted by the available supplies. Figure 5 . Suboptimal allocation of computing resources: Resource consumer bids. Figure 6 . Suboptimal allocation of computing resources: Resource provider bids.
The time slots are weighted according to the ascending average resource provider reservation price for a single computing resource.
The time slots are sorted according to the ascending average resource provider reservation price for a single resource weighted by the aggregated average resource demand versus supply ratios. The demand versus supply ratio for a single resource is defined as the sum of maximum ratios between demand quality and the aggregated supplies.
This w weights the time slots according to the result of the optimal solution to the 1 : |M | allocation problem in descending order.
The combinations (w 1 , w a ) , (w 2 , w b ), (w 3 , w c ) are chosen for evaluation. The combinations reflect the trade-off of the complexity of evaluation versus the power of additional information included into the evaluation process ((w 1 , w a ) is labeled GreedyLow, (w 2 , w b ) is entitled GreedyMedium and (w 3 , w c ) is named GreedyComplex.
EVALUATION

Illustrative Example
The representation may exclude feasible allocations from the search space which is illustrated by two examples. The first example is composed of two equal bundle bids submitted by two independent resource consumers ( Figure 5 ). The offer of the resource providers matches the resource consumers' needs ( Figure 6 ). The welfare maximizing allocation involves a sharing of the computing resources. The welfare is: 2 + 2 − 1 − 1.1 = 1.9. The heuristic optimization methods allocate the resources offered by resource provider 1 completely to the resource consumer 1. This is the welfare maximizing decision considering a single resource consumer bid. The second resource consumer is not part of the allocation as the remaining capacities are not sufficient to serve her needs. The welfare drops from 1.9 to 2 − 1 = 1.
Figure 7. Suboptimal allocation of computing resources: Resource consumer bid. The second example is made up from a single resource consumer bid and two resource provider bids ( Figure 7 and Figure 8) . Each of the resource provider bids covers the need of the resource consumer for a single but different time slot. The welfare maximizing allocation yields a welfare of 2 * 1 − 1.1 − 0.5 = 0.4. In contrast the heuristics check the two time slots according to a predefined order. For the first time slot an allocation is determined that yields a welfare of 1 − 0.5 = 0.5. For the second time slot no allocation is provided because of a negative welfare of 1 − 1.1 = −0.1. In consequence the heuristic optimization method does not provide an allocation. The welfare drops by 0.5.
Instances of the MWDP exist where feasible allocations are not included in the search space of the heuristic optimization methods. The effect has to be determined empirically considering realistic problem instances.
The asymptotic running time of an algorithm is given in dependence of the size of the input to the algorithm. In theory the size of the input to the MWDP depends on the number of resource consumers |N |, the number of resource providers |M |, the number of time slots |T |, the number of computing resources |G| as well as the number of attributes |A|. However, the number of time slots, the number of computing resources and the number of attributes are fixed numbers considering real world problem instances. The sorting of the resource consumer and provider bids runs in polynomial time in case the 1 : |M | problem is not solved optimality. Solving the 1 : |M | problem to its optimality is subject to polynomial time consumption if no constraints on the resource consumer bid are present, but it is subject to exponential time consumption otherwise. The exact asymptotic behavior is not available for the commercial MILP solver utilized for solving the 1 : |M | problem to optimality. The actual impact on scalability is evaluated by means of an empirical analysis.
Experimental Evaluation
This section presents computational experiments to solve the MWDP problem to optimality using CPLEX 12.1 with a single CPU.
The generation of meaningful artificial problem instances for combinatorial exchange mechanisms requires a realistic, consistent, and economically motivated modelling of the bidding behavior of the market participants [39, 40] . To generate economically motivated bundle bids the arbitrary mode of the Combinatorial Auction Test Suite (CATS) [39, 41] is used. Having created a number of resource bundles and the respective valuations (reservation prices) the characteristics of the attributes have to be defined. An economic motivation requires the valuation for a bundle bid to be by trend positively correlated to the attribute requirements. This is modelled drawing [1, 3] none Figure 9 . Parameters for the generation of different types of problem instances.
the attribute values from a normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ) where µ and σ 2 depend on the valuation and the number of goods requested [42] :
The parameters x and z are scaling factors set to x = 3 and z = 0.15. The parameter y ∈ [0, 1] is picked from a uniform distribution and models differences in price estimates. The split constraints are drawn from a uniform distribution. The coupling constraints are set to a fixed number of resources. The number of time slots as well as the earliest and latest possible time slot for the allocation are drawn from a uniform distribution. For the balanced problem instances the number of resource consumers equals the number of resource providers. For the competitive ones, which model peaks in demand, the number of resource consumers exceeds the number of resource providers threefold. The balanced type and the competitive type problem instances are both sub categorized into four categories. I 1 represents the base line problem instances, I 2 : differs in the number of XOR bids submitted by the resource consumers, I 3 is varied in the number of time slots and I 4 is characterized by constraints on the computing resources.
The parameters are summarized in Figure 9 . For the base line scenario (I 1 ) the earliest and the latest slot are chosen out of the interval [0, 7] . The number of required slots is chosen from the interval [1, 4] . For I 2 type problem instances each resource consumer is assumed to submit two mutually exclusive bundle bids. For the instances of type I 3 interval for the earliest and latest is enlarged. In I 4 type problem instances constraints are present. 90 percent of the resource consumer bids are subject to coupling and split constraints. In case of coupling constraints two resources are coupled. In case of split constraints 80 percent of the resources of the bundle are constrained which allows a maximum split in the interval of [1, 3] .
For the investigation of allocative efficiency and scalability each of the four sub categories of competitive and balanced instance types is differentiated further into six categories. 30 problem instance are generated per category. The investigation of strategic behavior is based on competitive and balanced I 1 problem instances with a single resource consumer or provider manipulating its valuation or reservation price. The instances are made up from 20 resource consumers and 20 resource providers for the balanced problem instance types. The evaluation is based on small scale instances because theory implicates the effect of manipulation to be strongest for these instances [43, 44] . 50 problem instances are generated per scenario. Each of the optimization methods is given a three minute time frame to solve any problem instance.
Results of Allocative Efficiency
Test runs show that the welfare maximizing allocation is computable within a reasonable time frame for small scale problem instances only. A limitation of the study to these small scale problem instances would introduce bias to the evaluation. There is a tendency to underestimate the performance of the heuristics [40] . To resolve the challenge, the evaluation is conducted according to the efficiency loss which is incurred in comparison to the welfare of the best known allocation. The best known allocation is to be determined by any of the optimization methods. If the exact optimization method does not provide the optimal allocation within the reasonable time frame of three minutes, the solution process is interrupted and the current best allocation is noted. In addition, the upper bound on the welfare of the optimal allocation is logged. In case a non optimal allocation is identified, its quality can be judged by the respective upper bound. Prior tests provide evidence for a very close match of the welfare maximizing allocation if the upper bound deviates by less than 1.5 percent from the welfare of the identified allocation. Therefore, those allocations serve as a meaningful benchmark for the quality of the heuristic optimization methods.
In Figure 10 the results for the performance of the exact optimization method with respect to balanced and competitive problem instances are given, detailing the number of problem instances solved to optimality, the number of problem instances solved with a maximum deviation of 1.5 percent to the optimum quality and the number of problem instances for which no meaningful bound on the quality of the allocation is provided are reported. Starting from a size of 150 (210) resource consumer bids I 2 (I 4 ) competitive type problem instances exist no allocation is determined for that fits the bound of 1.5 percent. For many of these problem instances not even a feasible allocation is computable within the three minute time frame.
To fully judge the approximation of the welfare maximizing allocation by the greedy type optimization methods a lower bound in terms of a randomized search procedure, Greedy Random, is introduced. GreedyRandom operates the same way as the greedy approaches presented but the sorting processes are randomized. A comparison shows whether the greedy type optimization methods perform superior to simply guessing an allocation.
Figures 11 and 12 present an overview on the mean values of the efficiency loss. The results provide evidence that a consistent ordering of the optimization methods according to the mean allocative efficiency loss is possible for all types of problem instances: GreedyComplex outperforms GreedyMedium which outperforms GreedyLow. The ordering is confirmed at a significance level of p < 0.01 with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test applied to each subcategory. The difference in solution quality between the optimization methods depends on the type of problem instance investigated. The range of the results for the constrained I 4 type problem instances is observed to be considerably less diverse. Constraints on minimize the set of feasible allocations and direct the different greedy optimization methods to similar allocations. The choice of the optimization method has a larger effect for unconstrained problem instances. To assess the efficiency loss due to the heuristic optimization methods the results are compared to the allocations provided by the exact approach. To prevent the falsification of the results the focus is on problem instance types for which a majority of the problem instances is solved with an efficiency loss smaller than 1.5 percent. The comparison is limited to the balanced problem instance types and the competitive I 1 and I 3 problem instance types. GreedyComplex matches the reference values computed by the exact optimization method best. A comparable drop of the allocation quality between the balanced and competitive problem instances is observed for all greedy type optimization methods. The greedy optimization methods show only for a single small scale problem instance the worst case behavior of identifying not any feasible allocation although one exists. On an overall average GreedyComplex, GreedyMedium and GreedyLow approximate the allocation provided the exact optimization method with an efficiency loss of 13, 17 and 25 percent.
Instance
Exact GreedyComplex GreedyMedium GreedyLow GreedyRandom An evaluation of GreedyComplex, GreedyMedium and GreedyLow with respect to the minimum quality benchmark GreedyRandom indicates that GreedyComplex and GreedyMedium provide a measurable improvement to GreedyRandom while GreedyLow performs comparable or even worse as GreedyRandom. Further statistical evidence for the ranking of GreedyComplex, GreedyMedium and GreedyLow is provided by comparing the optimization methods for each of the problem instances to GreedyRandom applying the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Figure 11 and Figure 12 ). GreedyComplex is found to significantly outperform GreedyLow for 42 (88 percent) of the problem instances categories at a significance level of p < 0.01 and for additional five (10 percent) of the problem instances categories at a significance level of p < 0.05. A strong outlier at a significance level of p < 0.1 is present for the balanced I 4 problem instance category with the minimum number of resource consumers (2 percent). This is reasoned by the small number of constrained resource consumer bids that considerably restricts the number of feasible allocations. The probability that a randomly drawn allocation is of high quality and does not considerably differ from an allocation provided by GreedyComplex is increased.
The improvement on the efficiency loss provided by GreedyMedium in comparison to GreedyRandom is significant at a level of p < 0.01 for 29 (60 percent) of the instance categories, at a level of p < 0.05 for 9 (19 percent) of the instance categories and at a level of p < 0.1 for 4 (8 percent) of the instance categories. It is not significant for the remaining 6 (13 percent) categories of problem instances. The results of GreedyMedium significantly differ from the results of GreedyRandom for balanced and competitive I 1 , I 2 as well as I 3 type problem instances. It is observed that a differentiation between the efficiency loss incurred by both optimization methods is possible for balanced I 3 and competitive I 4 type problem instances but at a lower level of significance of p < 0.05. The results provide evidence that for the balanced I 4 type problem instances a differentiation is not possible at a high level of significance. The comparison between GreedyLow and GreedyRandom shows for 22 (46 percent) of problem instances categories no significant difference in the quality of the allocation computed.
In summary, the greedy type optimization methods perform significantly different. On average GreedyComplex approximates the allocation with a mean efficiency loss of 13 percent followed by GreedyMedium (17 percent) and GreedyLow (25 percent). The optimization methods are comparably robust in solving different problem instances. GreedyComplex significantly improves on all kind of problem instances. GreedyMedium in comparison to GreedyRandom significantly improves in allocation quality on most of the problem instances types, but falls short for three of the balanced I 4 instances. GreedyLow cannot be shown to outperform GreedyRandom to a significant extent. As a result the sorting provided by GreedyLow does not capture the nature of the problem instances well and is therefore considered not to be a valuable approach.
Results of Scalability Figure 13 shows the results for the running time in seconds as an average value over the solution times for the problem instances solved. The results for the exact optimization approach clearly indicate that the effort of solving a problem instance to optimality is subject to exponential growth in the number of resource consumer and resource provider bids. Computationally most expensive, whether balanced or competitive, are the I 2 type problem instances followed by the I 3 , I 4 and I 1 type problem instances.
It is to be noted that the average values starting from 50 to 70 resource consumer bids do not reflect the exponential running time of the exact optimization approach as the solution process is interrupted after three minutes no matter if the optimal allocation, an intermediate allocation or no allocation is provided (cf. Figure 10) .A comparison of the running time results of the exact optimization approach to the running time results of the greedy optimization methods shows that the greedy optimization methods strikingly outperform the exact approach. The greedy optimization methods provide results for each of the problem instances tested while the exact method consumes the total amount of three minutes for 49 percent of the problem instances and does not guarantee for a feasible allocation at all.
The results show that GreedyComplex on average consumes a significantly higher amount of time to determine an allocation in comparison to GreedyMedium and GreedyLow. Many times GreedyMedium in comparison to GreedyLow consumes an additional amount of time to determine an allocation. The relation is reversed for I 2 problem instances. None of the three approaches tested consumes approximately three minutes for the identification of an allocation. While the difference for average time consumption between GreedyLow and GreedyMedium is in the range of two to three milliseconds GreedyComplex requires approximately double the amount of time required by GreedyLow or GreedyMedium to determine an allocation. Figure 13 . Comparison of the mean runtime in seconds for balanced and competitive problem instances.
the least effort to be solved followed by I 3 , I 2 and I 4 type problem instances which require the highest effort. The growth in solution time with respect to the increase in the number of resource consumer and resource provider bids is approximated best by a quadratic function. Statistical evaluation confirms the validity of the estimated functions. For the I 1 instances the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), is at minimum 0.922 indicating a very good fit. The F-test shows at a significance level of p < 0.01 that the estimated parameters are of relevance in explaining the postulated relation between the number of bids included into a problem instance and the solution time. A t-test provides evidence that each of the β 2 parameters differs at a significance level of p < 0.01 from zero emphasizing the fit of the quadratic function. The results for the functions fitted to the the I 4 problem instances differ in R
2
(at minimum 0.598) indicating a good but worse fit in comparison to the functions fitted to the I 1 problem instances. The worse fit is partly caused by the higher standard deviation of the running time for I 4 problem instances. Since the determination of an allocation to I 1 instances takes on average the minimum amount of time and the determination of an allocation to I 4 instances takes the maximum amount of time, the corresponding fitted functions for balanced problem instances are used to provide an estimate of the bounds on scalability for the heuristic optimization methods. According to these estimates GreedyComplex is limited to 2018 resource consumer and resource provider bids, GreedyMedium is limited to 2850 resource consumer and resource provider bids and GreedyLow is applicable up to 3191 resource consumer and resource provider bids. In case constraints on bids for computing resources are allowed (I 4 type problem instances) scalability is reduced to 850 (GreedyComplex), 1228 (GreedyMedium) and 1325 (GreedyLow) resource provider and resource consumer bids for.
Results of Incentive Compatibility
The scenario is illustrated with an example considering balanced problem instances and GreedyComplex for solving the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange winner determination problem. The results for a resource consumer manipulating her valuation are given in Figure 14(a) . Understating her valuation for a bundle bid from 75 up to 80 percent of the real valuation results in at minimum 50 percent of the cases in a total loss of the utility that would have been gained if the valuation would have been reported truthfully. A less aggressive manipulation strategy understating the true valuation by at most 15 percent is beneficial.
The utility gained is raised in more than 50 percent of the cases compared to reporting the valuation truthfully. Overstating the valuation by 5 to 25 percent results in more than 80 percent of the cases tested in a loss of utility (see 17) . In case the valuation is overstated by 25 percent The results for the exact and the heuristic optimization methods provide evidence that dependent on the degree of manipulation an average positive utility gain is achievable for resource consumers who are understating their valuation and resource providers who are overstating their reservation price. This holds for both competitive and balanced problem instance types.
Considering the exact optimization method and balanced (competitive) problem instances a resource consumer realizes an average utility gain in case the valuation is not manipulated by more than 15 (10) percent. A resource provider does not incur a utility loss for balanced (competitive) problem instances in case the reservation price is manipulated by less than 10 (15) percent. A manipulating resource provider reaps an average utility gain up to a manipulation factor of 15 percent. The mean results for GreedyMedium deviate to a higher degree. A resource consumer incurs an average utility gain manipulating the respective valuation up to 20 percent considering balanced and competitive problem instance types. For resource providers, manipulation is on average beneficial up to 20 percent for balanced problem instance types and up to 25 percent for competitive problem instances. A comparison of the mean values indicates for some degrees of manipulation a significant difference in the mean utility gain with respect to the different optimization methods (e.g. Figure 15 and Figure 17 ). An analysis of the mean values and the respective median values indicates that this is caused by a small number of problem instances where the respective bidder achieves a disproportional high utility gain or loss. The conjecture is emphasized considering the bounds of the upper and lower quintiles for each sample. For all tested sets these bounds are relatively close to the respective median. Further statistical support is provided by comparing the distribution of the utility gains between the degrees of manipulation and the types of problem instances with a Kruskal-Wallis test. None of the tests provides significant evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis of equal variances.
Discussion of the Results of Greedy Optimization Methods
Allocative Efficiency. The results show that GreedyLow is a valuable approach for determining high quality allocations because it does not outperform GreedyRandom. GreedyComplex is found to minimize the efficiency loss in comparison to GreedyMedium. It improves on all kind of problem instances in comparison to GreedyRandom. GreedyMedium is found to outperform GreedyRandom on all but balanced I 4 type problem instances. Considering real world problem instances constraints on computing resources are likely as computational tasks are parallelizable to a certain degree only. Splitting each consumer bid to an unlimited number of resource providers is an assumption of theoretical nature. Consequently GreedyComplex is argued to be applicable to the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange approach while GreedyMedium is of limited applicability. A significant loss in efficiency is observed comparing the results for the balanced and competitive problem instance types. This is caused by the enlargement of the decision space, which can lead to a situation where the heuristic optimization methods are guided to a local maximum. Furthermore, the problem representation does not cover the entire search space. Scalability. The results for the exact optimization method clearly indicate the limits due to computational tractability. An efficiency loss of 100 percent for larger problem instances, which is similar to a breakdown of the market, is not tolerable for the practical application of the mechanism. In consequence, as constraints on bids as well as multiple bids by a single resource consumer are considered to appear frequently, determining the optimal allocation is a feasible approach for balanced problem instances up to 70 resource consumer bids and for competitive problem instances up to 90 resource consumer bids. The estimates provided for the greedy type optimization methods indicate an applicability to a minimum of 850 (GreedyComplex) or 1228 (GreedyMedium) and a maximum of 2018 (GreedyComplex) or 2080 (GreedyMedium) resource consumer bids. The estimate is not accurate but rather conservative because a quadratic function tends to overestimate the influence of the dependent variable [45] .
Incentive Compatibility. The results show that the effect of manipulation by a resource consumer or a resource yields on average a comparable relative utility gain for all optimization methods over all types of problem instances tested, which is an important and interesting finding. The potential relative gain incurred by manipulation is basically caused by the pricing scheme and independent of the optimization method applied. The results show an efficiency loss in the majority of the cases with the heuristic optimization method of the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange approach to tackle the winner determination problem. An allocation which is provided by a heuristic optimization method does not ensure that the traded computing resources are assigned to the resource consumers who value them most, and, at the same time are supplied by the resource providers who value them least. However, the theoretical worst case scenario of a total efficiency loss is found to be highly unlikely as indicated by the average efficiency loss for all types of problem instances. A comparison of the different heuristic optimization methods shows the efficiency loss to be smallest for GreedyComplex followed by GreedyMedium and GreedyLow. The Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange mechanism is not incentive compatible, but is reported not to incentivize resource consumers and resource providers strongly manipulate their valuations or reservation prices [29] . From a theoretical perspective heuristic optimization methods ruin the incentive properties of incentive compatible exchange mechanisms [35] . A plausible conjecture that heuristic optimization methods negatively affect the incentive properties of the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange mechanism. However, no statistical evidence for such an effect could be found in the results of this work. The application of heuristic optimization methods to the MultiAttribute Combinatorial Exchange approach is a trade-off between efficiency and scalability that does not negatively affect the property of incentive compatibility. The advances in scalability at the cost of an efficiency loss are a step forward in making a theoretically valuable mechanism applicable for large-scale computing infrastructures.
Limitations. Effort was taken to realistically model important details of possible real world problem instances to provide an unbiased evaluation of the approaches presented. However, the statistical generation of valuations and reservation prices which can make hard problem instances computationally easy [39] necessitates a confirmation of the findings presented when data from real world problem instances becomes available. The benefits of strategic behavior are investigated considering a single manipulating resource consumer or a single manipulating resource provider. The possible benefits of forming strategic coalitions between participants are require further investigation [37] . The prototypical implementation of the framework, which the heuristic optimization methods are integrated into, is designed for scientific testing [46] . Consequently, the running time results for the heuristics have to be interpreted as lower bounds while the results for the exact optimization method are obtained from established code.
CONCLUSION
Large-scale computing infrastructures enable the sharing of distributed computing resources providing the potential for more cost efficient utilization of IT. A key concern in leveraging largescale computing infrastructures is the scheduling of available capacities. This paper argued for 23 a market based approach to resource scheduling, focused on developing an efficient allocation. Current approaches work well for a limited number of resource consumers and providers, but they necessitate a rethinking to make them applicable to larger scales. The objective of the research in this paper is the conceptualization, implementation, and evaluation of a scalable market mechanism that is suitable for the needs of large-scale computing infrastructures. The Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange approach is not scalable in the number of participants but fits both the domains specific and the economic requirements. We provide a generic representation of the allocation problem based on the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange approach which is suitable for greedy optimization methods. Three greedy approaches differing in the computational complexity are customized to the problem representation.
The theoretical evaluation of the problem representation shown a reduction of the search space, i.e. the efficient allocation of resource consumers to resource providers may not be encoded. The empirical evaluation measured the actual efficiency loss, the scalability as well as the influence on incentive compatibility. There is no statistical evidence for an influence on the incentive properties of the Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Exchange mechanism, i.e. the application of the evaluated heuristic optimization methods presents a trade-off between efficiency and scalability. The average efficiency loss for the recommended greedy heuristic is 13 percent. The scope of the mechanism is increased from 70 resource consumer and provider bids to a minimum of 850 resource consumer and provider bids. In consequence, using heuristics are a step forward in making theoretically valuable mechanisms applicable for large-scale computing infrastructures.
